
PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS – What is it? 

Phonological Awareness (P.A.) is a fancy term for ‘hearing and using sounds’.  Research shows that 

students who have strong P.A. skills are much less likely to have problems learning to read. 

Many children pick up P.A. skills as they learn to read, but making sure these skills are in place 

before reading instruction makes a huge difference for the 15% of students who, without P.A. 

training, may have trouble learning to read. 

For these ‘at risk’ students phonological awareness skills must be taught in order from the easiest 

to the most difficult skills: 

1) GENERAL LISTENING – children listen to and sequence sounds  

    (e.g.”what animal sound did you hear first?”) 

 

2) RHYMING – singing rhymes, listening to rhyming stories, making up ‘nonsense’ rhymes 

                    (e.g. cat/zat), coming up with real rhymes (e.g. cat/hat) 

 

      3) BREAKING SENTENCES INTO WORDS – use only single/one syllable words 

                      (e.g. the – cat – is – black) 

 

    4) BREAKING WORDS INTO SYLLABLES – starting with one and two syllable words and  

                                                                            work up (e.g. baby = ba-by) 

  It is good to do this using names of people the child knows (Alexis = a-lex-is) 

 

      5) BREAKING WORDS INTO PHONEMES “PHONEMIC AWARENESS” 

  Phonemes = the smallest units of sound in English 

  (e.g. the word ‘chick’ has 5 letters but only 3 phonemes/sounds /ch//i//k) 

      

      STAGES: 

a) Child learns to hear and identify the first sound of a word (rat, mop) 

b) Child learns to hear and identify the final sound of a word (cat, pin) 

c) Child learns to hear and identify the middle sound of a word (can, dog) 

 

TEACHING HINTS: 

 ***The child is working with sounds not letter names (e.g. ‘cat starts with /k/’).  Letter 

names come later – this is listening training. *** 

 Start with ‘continuous’ sounds (the kind you can keep making until you run out of air) e.g.: f, 
l, m, n, r, s, v, w, y, z and all vowels – a, e, i, o, u .  Children usually have an easier time hearing 

these sounds (although the vowels can be difficult). 

 When you teach a new skill, follow these three steps: 

1. Model it (you do it while the child listens/watches) 

2. Guide (you and the child do it together) 

3. Independent Practice (child tries it alone) 


